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1. A plague marine or Rubric marine that takes an icon will not gain the Icon keyword.
2. A unit can benefit from generating additional hits via Cursed Despoilers even if the hit-roll is not sufficient for 

a normal hit.

1. If you include a patrol of Nurgle Deamons under the Battle Brothers rules that is more than 25% of the 
total Powerlevel value of your army you lose access to the Nurgles Gift Ability.

2. The Flash Outbreak stratagem cannot be used to give a Contagion Rule to a unit that does not have 
the Contagions of Nurgle ability listed on its datasheet.

3. The Tallyman’s Seven-fold Chant ability works in each players command phase, but only 1 CP can be 
gained per battle round.

4. Where Revolting Stench Vats interacts with a charging unit, that unit can target units with melee 
attacks that it didn’t declare as an initial target unless it would end up outside of engagement range 
when it is its turn to fight.

5. When Typhus is taken as part of a Detachment that contains units from a different plague company, that 
Detachment is still considered as a plague company detachment and will have access to all the rules 
associated to that plague company, such as relics, WLT and contagions.

6.   A Culexus Assassin or Anathema Psykana unit, or any unit that cannot be affected by Psychic Powers, 
like Black Templars under the effect of Plea for Deliverance, never suffer the MW from a Malignant 
Plaguecaster's Pestilential fallout ability.

1. The Mutalith Vortex Beast can be healed after using it’s own  Mutant Regeneration ability.
2. Pact From Beyond is not affected by modifiers to the psychic Test as no Psychic Test is made. Note that 

this does not preclude the use of the Warped Regeneration Stratagem.
3. <RAI> Psychic Maelstrom does not allow the same psyker to cast the same power multiple times. It 

does not allow a TS psyker to cast a power from a psyker with another faction keyword.

1. Abaddon can be affected by ‘Confluence of Traitors’ even though he is taken as part of an army that isn’t Black 
Legion. 
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1. If a World Eaters unit is selected as the target of overwatch and a model in the unit is killed it may Blood Surge. 
Also note that Blood Surge is not a normal move and is not effected by any modifiers from terrain or other 
abilities.

2. Units moving with Road of the Eight Blood Steps can end within 9" of an enemy unit but cannot end within 
engagement range.

3. If you start the game with a transport that has no units inside it then it is destroyed and you earn 1 Blood Tithe 
point for each occasion of this. Note you will not gain an additional Blood Tithe point as it was not destroyed 
during a phase.

4. If Angron is not on the table whether he is alive or not, he is not allowed to use his Wrathful Presence ability.
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